INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is the study of a fourth order unilatéral problem introduced by Duvaut and Lions (« Unilatéral Phenomena in the Theory of Flat Plates » ; chap. IV ; [6] ). Precisely : let us consider an elastic plate f 14] occupying in its référence configuration a convex open bounded subset Q of M 2 with boundary ÔQ, subject to the action of a vertical force ƒ The unknown of the problem is the displacement u of ail points of the plate : we want to minimize the total potential energy of the plate under some constraints on the boundary values of u. In a previous paper [5] we considered the case u > 0 on dQ ; now, we seek for u subject to another type of unilatéral constraint : normal derivative > 0 on dQ.
Paragraph 2 is devoted to the introduction of the notations used throughout this paper. In paragraph 3, following [6] , we study the problem as a variational inequality in a closed convex subset of H 2 (Q) ([3] , [9] ). We first prove that the necessary condition (ƒ 1) = 0 (where (.,•) = i nn er product in L 2 (Q)) is also suffîcient for the existence of a solution u (that was left as an open question in [6] ) ; then we examine the problem of the uniqueness of u according to the vanishing of (ƒ/?), p e P^Q). If (ƒ /?) ^ 0 for at least one p e P^Q), then we assume simple conditions on O and ƒ so that u becomes unique in the class of functions with zero average. On the other hand if (ƒ p) = 0 for ail/? G /^(Q) (as assumed in [6] ) then u is unique up to a polynomial/? in P^Q) (as proved in [6] ).
Paragraph 4 is devoted to the approximation of the problem by a fînite element method ( [4] , [13] , [15] ) of non-conforming type. More precisely, we use the method due to Morley ([10] , [12] ), still better, the modification of it introduced in [2] . We prove the existence of at least one approximate solution, under the only assumption ( f, 1) = 0, and we remark some analogies between the continuous problem and the discrete one.
In paragraph 5, first of ail we give an optimal error boundfor the error on the moments u iip i,j = 1, 2, and we show that this estimate also bounds the error done on the displacement if ( ƒ, /?) = 0 for ail p e P^Q). On the other hand, if ( f> P) ^ 0 f°r at least one p e P^O), we prove an error bound 0(h \ \nh | 1/2 ) for the approximate displacement in the piecewise H 2 ' h (Q) norm.
NOTATIONS AND GREEN'S FORMULAE
Let Q be an open, bounded, convex subset of iR 2 with smooth boundary dQ. We dénote respectively \>y n = (n l9 n 2 ) and_f = (î v t 2 ) = (-n 2 , nj the unit outward normal and the unit tangent to ÔQ -i> / t -, v jn , v jt indicate respectively the derivatives of v with respect to the variable x t , the normal and the tangential derivative.
Let H m (Q) = W m > 2 (Q) be the usual Sobolev space ( [1] , [11] ) consisting of real valued functions defîned on Q which belong to L 2 (Q) along with their derivatives of order /, 1 < i < m :
and II • Wmxi = II • L dénote respectively the seminorm and the norm on H m (Q).
Throughout this paper we use the convention of repeated indices, we dénote by P k (Q) the space of polynomials of degree ^ k and by C, or C t , /eN,a generic positive constant, which may change value at different occurrences. Given a tensor valued function 0 = (0 y ), hj = 1, 2, we define : 
Now, given the continuous bilinear non-negative form The two relations above suggest to seek for a solution of (3.3) belonging to the following closed convex subset of K = $veK, f t > dfc = 0 j . (3.6 ) K More exactly, we can consider the problem
The choice (3.6) implies
and we shall see, in the following two theorems, that (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) are sufïicient conditions for the existence of at least one solution of (3.7). To this purpose let us introducé the quadratic functional
As K is convex and (., .) is symmetrie and non-negative, we know that (3.7) is equivalent to the following minimum problem { Find u e K such that
We could get the existence of a solution of (3.7) and (3.10) by using [7] , but, in view of the approximation of the problem, we prefer to give the two following Theorems. We begin by proving a basic property of the functions of K. Proof : By the above theorem and the well known inequality
we obtain that the quadratic, lower semicontinuous functional J(v) vérifies, for ail ve K,
IHIî-c 2 y ƒ us with C^ C 2 independent of P. This implies that J(v) ~> + oo as || v || 2 -• + oo and it is bounded from below on the closed convex K. That gives the existence of at least one solution of (3.10).
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Now, let us consider two solutions u i and w 2 . By adding the following two relations
we obtain \u 1 -u 2 \ 2 -0, or (3.19) . Inserting it in (3.23) and (3.24), we get (3.20).
• Whilst we have solved the problem of the existence of a solution by using only the necessary condition (3.5) (which is also suffïcient, by now), the question of the uniqueness of a solution dépends strongly on the behaviour of the product ( ƒ, p\ psP. Before distinguishing two, quite different, situations, we remark, by a simple application of Green's formulae, that a solution u vérifies, at least formally, the following relations
where X is the following tensor valued function
Now, let us examine the two possible cases that follow.
Case I : The function ƒ vérifies (3.31a) (ƒ,/>) = 0 for ail peP.
That implies, by Green's formulae and (3.25)<3.30)
Case II : There exists at least p e P such that • In what follows, in both Cases (3.32) and (3.31), we assume that u (resp. w) has the following regularity.
ASSUMPTION 3.9: The solution uof(3.7) (hence the functions of ü, solution
• 37)) belongs to H\Çï) n ^2'°°(Q).
•
THE APPROXIMATE PROBLEM
In order to give an approximation of (3.7), let us assume that Q. is a convex polygon of U 2 . We consider a triangulation D h of Q with regular triangles T, whose maximum diameter is < h.
We are using a non-conforming finite element method : Morley's method ( [12] , [10] ), modifîed according to the technique introduced by [2] .
To this purpose let us define -the space Now we consider the following problem
where v 1 is the piecewise linear interpolate (belonging to C°(Q)) of tA The modification introduced by [2] lies in the use of (i?
1 -u 1 ) mstead of (v h -i/). We shall be able to prove the existence of a solution of (4.8) by using almost the same arguments of the above paragraph, that is : the équivalence of (4.8) to a minimum problem and the équivalence, in K h , of | . | 2h to || . || 2 h (theorem 4.1). This allows us to find at least one solution (theorem 4.2).
The minimum problem equivalent to (4. Proof : By proceeding as in Theorem 3.1, we fmd a séquence v n such that, for ail ne N,
The last equality means that v 6 P^T) for ail T € D h5 and since veV h this implies ueP(see (3.18)); then(4,16) and(4.11) imply v = 0, which contra» dicts(4.14).
• If v 1 is the piecewise îinear interpolate of v\ we can easily check both the existence of at least one solution of (4.8) and (4.9), and the relations where u\ and u\ are two solutions of the problems. Formula (4.21) with the continuity of u\ and u\ jn , i -1, 2, respectively at the vertices of the triangles and at the midpoints of the edges, implies (4.18); then (4.18) and (4.22) give (4.19 Proof : By the results of Theorem 4.2 and by (3.31).
• Now, let us notice that the solutions of (3.7) and the solutions of (4.7) have (in both Cases (3.31) and (3.32)) a very similar behaviour. This will be shown in Theorem 4.6. Before that, let us introducé some notations and recall a resuit (for the proof see e.g. [10] ) which we shall use also in the next paragraphe in order to prove the convergence of the discrete scheme. at the same mj
By inserting v v v 2 in (4.39) and using Remark 4,5 we obtain, with n x and n 2 outward normals to the edge Lj containing mj •
ERROR ESTIMATES
In this paragraph we shall estimate the convergence of the discrete scheme in two steps. The first step will be the following : in Theorem 5.2 we shall bound the error on the moments, which can be done without distinguishing between Case I (3.31) and Case II (3.32). In Theorem 5.3 we shall see that, if we are dealing with the problem in Case I, such estimate also measures the error done on the displacement In the second step we consider Case II, and we bound || u -w* || 2 h mainly by considering the boundary conditions. The real constants C or C i9 i e N, which appear in this paragraph, are independent of h.
First of all let us give the following resuit in approximation theory. and (5.5) and (5.1) immediately give (5.4).
• Finally we can bound the error in the seminorm | . \ 2th . THEOREM 5.2: Let u be a solution of (3.7) and u* a solution of (4.8) . If the number of points of dQ where the constraint changes from binding to nonbinding is fïnite, then (5.6) | M -«* | 2tfc = 0(A) .
